
                                                                                                                                                              
A food safety guide to Thanksgiving leftovers 

How to store, reheat leftovers and ideas on what to do with all that turkey 

 

The minute your Thanksgiving feast hits your table, the clock starts ticking. No, not the 

countdown to when the doors swing open for Black Friday shopping — the food safety 

countdown has begun.  

 

Leftovers from that elaborate meal you may have spent days planning and preparing need to be 

refrigerated within two hours. And although that may sound like not enough time for your fourth 

cousin twice removed to go back for a second helping, much less a third, it is a rule that should 

be followed. 

 
Recipes that call for chicken can be interchanged with turkey when  

working with leftovers. No matter what type of bird you serve at  

Thanksgiving, all poultry leftovers need to follow the same safety  

guidelines. (Shutterstock photo) 

 

Texas A&M AgriLife Extension Service experts shared safety guidelines and a timeline to help 

Texans safely enjoy their leftovers. 

 

“Every minute food passes through the danger zone food quality breaks down,” said Rebecca 

Dittmar, AgriLife Extension program specialist for the agency’s food safety education program. 

 

“The danger zone is between 40-140 degrees, which is the range where bacteria can multiply 

quickly and cause the food to become unsafe,” Dittmar said. 

 

Dittmar said to keep these key things in mind on Thanksgiving and the days that follow: 

 

Remember the two-hour rule 



 
 

All perishable items should be refrigerated within two hours of coming out of the oven or 

refrigerator. After two hours, perishable food enters the danger zone. If food has been left out for 

more than two hours, discard items to prevent foodborne illness. 

 

Day four? Leftovers no more 

The Monday after Thanksgiving means anything still in the refrigerator needs to go.This is your 

last chance to eat it, freeze it or dump what’s left of the leftovers. 

 

Freeze it for 2-6 months 

Frozen food stays safe indefinitely, though the quality may decrease over time. If you store 

leftovers in the freezer, they will taste best if used within two to six months. 

 

Bacteria can’t thrive over 165 

No matter what method you use to reheat leftovers, from refrigerated or frozen, the food needs to 

reach at least 165 degrees before being consumed. Invest in a food thermometer if you don’t 

already have one. 

 

 

 

Use it or lose it 

As long as you follow proper safety protocols to thaw, reheat and refreeze food, you can pretty 

much keep it in your freezer indefinitely, Dittmar said. The texture and taste will start to go 

downhill after a few months and you probably won’t want to eat it, but it isn’t unsafe. 

 

Get creative with leftovers 

If you cooked too much or your guests ate too little, you may want to get creative with leftovers. 

 

“The fresher the food the better anything you make with it will taste,” said Odessa Keenan, 

AgriLife Extension specialist with the Dinner Tonight program. “Being prepared with recipes 

and ideas in advance of how to get more meals out of your Thanksgiving feast means less waste. 

Just keep in mind that all food safety rules still apply.” 

 

From a curry turkey salad to a southwest turkey bake to turkey tacos, the Dinner Tonight website 

offers recipes and leftover inspiration. 

 

“People should also keep in mind that pretty much anything you can use chicken in, turkey can 

be substituted,” Keenan said. 

 

For those families who celebrate Thanksgiving potluck style, additional food safety guidelines 

are also available on the website. If your feast is served buffet style, keep food hot in chafing 

dishes, slow cookers or warming trays. Keep cold-served food cold with nesting dishes in bowls 

of ice. 

 



 
 

Keenan said another idea to avoid too many leftovers is to cook what you think your family and 

guests will actually eat. Just because a certain side is a “tradition” doesn’t mean you can’t trade it 

out for a new recipe. 

 

More food safety tips to keep in mind year-round  

• The safest way to store food is to use small and shallow containers. Whether in the fridge 

or freezer, smaller containers help cool leftovers more quickly than storing them in large 

containers. It also allows to reheat just the amount you’ll need. 

• When reheating in a microwave, first arrange food items evenly in a covered microwave 

safe glass or ceramic dish. Add some liquid if needed. If your microwave doesn’t have a 

carousel, rotate the food during reheating to ensure even heating. 

• Since microwaves have cold spots, use a food thermometer to check the internal 

temperature of the food in several places with a food thermometer after allowing a brief 

resting period. Cooking continues for a longer time in dense foods such as a whole turkey 

or beef roast than in less dense foods like breads, small vegetables and fruits. 

• Keep your refrigerator at or below 40 degrees. Your freezer should be set to 0 degrees. 

Check temperatures periodically using an appliance thermometer. 

• The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Food Safety and Inspection website is a great 

additional resource for food safety. 
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